Proposing a streaming Big Data analytics (SBDA) platform for condition based maintenance (CBM) and monitoring transportation systems
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Abstract

Statistics demonstrate that public transportation plays a significant role in people’s movement in metropolises. However, transit systems are aging and are facing rising maintenance costs. Technologies such as Condition-Based Maintenance (CBM) could be used in order to monitor performance conditions of transportation and industrial assets in real-time to detect when and what maintenance is required. CBMs could help to identify risk scenarios in real-time, enhance reliability, reduce call out costs, increase productivity, and better asset functioning visibility. Since the high volume of maintenance data is generated from the different source, managing assets conditions with traditional inspection system such as planned maintenance (PM) is impossible. Therefore, providing a comprehensive performance management program is essential. My research is motivated by interesting challenges increasing from the growing size, variety, and complexity of maintenance data in CBM systems. This paper presents a knowledge-based approach of CBM using streaming big data analysis (SBDA) in order to solve real-time big data management, storage and computation challenges and predictive data analytics in CBM systems. This platform could detect changes in asset’s behaviour before they stop.
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1. Introduction

Chicago’s transit system has been operated by Chicago transit authority (CTA) since the early 1900s. CTA’s bus system has about 1,880 buses that support 130 routes and over 1,300 route miles of track. Totally, Buses make approximately 18,840 journeys a day and cover more than 10,800 bus stops[1]. Recently, encouraging people to use public transportation become critical for authorities as cities become more and more crowded, and greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs) is becoming a major problem all over the world. Officials have to find some solutions to improve transportation services in order to reduce the commuting and promote reliability and quality of public transportation. Recently, governments are spending a huge amount of money on research fields such as intelligent transportation system (ITS), smart city, traffic engineering, transportation engineering, and to name but a few in order to improve this sector[2]. Since the number of complexes, fast-flowing, unstructured, heterogeneous and high-dimensional sources such as sensors, devices, applications and infrastructures which are generated in the
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transportation sector have been increased dramatically; utilizing data analytics would be important to vibrant and thriving cities and improve user satisfaction[3]. Every day around 1.6 million trips are recorded by CTA on the transit system and collect a vast amount of valuable data on travel routes. Train and buses are tracked and control in real-time which is called Automatic Vehicle Location technology (AVL). When this trend mixed with the Internet and smart devices, it could lead to better performance in transit accessibility, produces customer alerts, allow users to track a bus in real-time, traffic reduction, reducing vehicle trips and traffic congestion. However, this is not the only fact that could help cities have high-quality public transportation; Transportation asset management (TAM) is the other factor should be considered, as assets require a systematic process of operating, maintaining, and upgrading in their life cycle. In the past, different techniques such as Reliability-Centered maintenance (RCM), Time-based maintenance, and Condition-Based maintenance are utilized for monitoring assets condition. Recent Progress in producing advance devices and sensor technology, we are able to detect and predict failure more accurately than before. However, the major problem in this type of predictive maintenance system is making a massive amount of real-time data[4] which should be collected, processed, stored, and analyse with special infrastructure and techniques. Combination of CBM systems and big data analytics might be the best solution to tackle the problem for extracting valuable information such as detection of Components and equipment wear, breakage and the estimation of remaining Components life.

This paper proposes a framework in order to solve real-time big data management, storage, computation challenges and predictive data analytics in CBM systems in order to predict and monitor changes in components’ behaviour before they stop. To deal with real-time data, Apache Kafka[5] is used as a distributed messaging system to collect unstructured and semi-structured data. Collected data are delivered to Spark Streaming which is a distributed stream processing engine. In this stage, spark streaming breaks up the input data stream in small batches namely Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDD)[6]. Continuous sequence of RDDs is called DStream (discretized stream) which pass through spark engine in order to be processed and could be used in machine learning libraries such as MLlib[7] for data analysis. Visualization is critical part of this system as users should be able to monitor the environment and tracking assets [8].

2. Condition-Based Maintenance (CBM)

The continuous massively parallel data generated by various sources are convincing different sectors to think about huge opportunities in this area. The CTA has been utilizing Global Positioning System (GPS) devices in order to track buses and provide useful information for Chicago’s citizen. Implementing predictive maintenance management program on transit systems such as CTA require powerful big data analytics platform as data which are produced by embedded sensors and other equipment are extremely vast and complex. The program is not simply stated for some operating condition such as vibration monitoring, thermal imaging, and lubricating oil analysis. While, efforts to find wear, imbalance, misalignment, and breakage components and equipment before they become critical. Clearly, preventive maintenance program is more advantageous than unscheduled destruction. Intelligent CBMs are systems which could understand and making decisions without operator’s intervention. It is a set of actions based on monitoring real-time and near-real-time maintenance data which is collected from embedded sensors and devices. Sensors and data collectors should be connected to the analytic platforms using wireless technologies. Smart sensors play a vital role in this type of system as they are reprogrammable and designed to analyse recovered sensory data. The sensors collect maintenance data from different part of assets such as control and communication system which most likely will be monitored. Intelligent system should be design in order to perform analysis of the measured data. Therefore, Artificial Intelligence techniques and algorithms such as Neural Networks, Fuzzy Logics, Case Based Reasoning, and Expert Systems need to be taken into account.

3. CBMs and Big-Data Analytics

Since the last decade, there has been an exponential growth in the volume of streaming data which are produced from several sources to measure some characteristics of the environment [9]. These data ought to be collected, processed, stored, and analysed[10]. Gradually, a vast amount of data in short periods of time is produced in CBM systems which is called Big data streaming (BDS) [1]. Analysing these data has provided great opportunities for various sectors in the different fields to minimize maintenance cost and avoid unexpected failures long before they happen.
Although there are plenty of advantages in Processing and analysing BSD in CBMs system, this could make series of problems as using traditional techniques, infrastructures, and databases are costly. So, it requires special frameworks, algorithms, programming languages, and databases which provide the data scalability and availability. To deal with real-time events, distributed messaging system such as Kafka and flume is used to collect the generated data from various sources. The other important factor which needs to be taken into account in this type of system is BSD that should be processed as soon as they received in CBMs’ system. Apache Spark presents distributed processing framework that offer a data structure for in-memory computations on large clusters. In the next stage, processed data should be store in an appropriate database; Databases should have the ability to distribute data over many nodes automatically to provide data accessibility attribute to the system. No-SQL databases are much more desirable for big data analytics[11]. They are mostly open source and could be divided into different categories, for instance, Key-Value Stores, Document Stores, Wide-Column Stores, and In-memory databases. Finally, data need to be served for detecting valuable information such as assets wear, breakage and the estimation of remaining Components life.

4. Related Work

In this section we survey the recent work in analytics of maintenance data and related research in condition-based maintenance in the area of smart transportation for failure and wear detection. Maintenance is introduced as technical actions taken to refit the required functionality of component in a system. It could be divided into unscheduled and preventive maintenance [12]. There are numbers of tools, which use various techniques to monitor where attributes are replicated within clusters using multicast methods and aggregated via a tree structure[13]. Snort[14], Bro[15] and Tstat[16] are some of the tools to monitor network data. According to the explosive advance of various devices and sensors, the research attention given to IOT, big data and analytics are also increased. Therefore, recent tools are unable to scale the sizes required in data centre systems. As a result, devices could collect various data and send it through the net [17]. Researchers bring up big data technologies like Apache Spark as a computing platform for analytics. They represent a survey of several techniques that could be considered in the data analytics process. Particularly, various big data processing techniques have been proposed in order to use for smart grid technology. Emanuele Fumeo[1] presented a Big Data platform for Condition Based Maintenance (CBM) in the context of Rail Transportation Systems (RTS) based on real-time, high velocity data. The current platform, tools, and techniques are inflexible and point only some particular issues. Moreover, finding assets failure and their reduction performance will evaluate the future status of the monitored assets in order to reduce risks related to failures and to avoid service disruptions.

4. Proposed Framework

There have been research and studies on a variety of methodologies for the storage, processing and analysing of large amounts of sensor data. As relational database model, which is most frequently used in storing data, suffers from the reduction of their performance and needs more processor speed and memory capacity as the volume of data to be processed grows, the costs of additional devices like servers are also increased. To overcome this issues, studies were done to decrease the problems with using distributed processing like Apache Spark, which use Hadoop distributed file system, a large distributed file system. When we talk about big data, it should have some characteristics such as volume, velocity and variety[18] which could not be collected, stored, computed with normal systems. Data complexity is a characteristic was added to Vs of Big data when CBMs’data is considered. Since captured data in maintenance systems are high dimension, nonlinear, and poor, This could cause many critical issues such as security problems [19]. In this section, we present system architecture for collecting, processing, and analysing the sensor data in order to monitor CBM systems. Figure 1 illustrates the overall architecture of system for real-time processing of machine sensor data proposed in this study. The propose architecture should have capability to consider these properties and find appropriate solution for analysing real-time signals in transportation systems. The architecture consists of four main integrated sections which should work together simultaneously:

5.1. Data Source

The wide range of data are produced by the different type of sources every second such as real-time condition data created by sensors or equipment, Pictures, audios, videos, web pages and other documents (Word, PDF, etc.), and manufacturing component information from different parts of system, to name but a few. Structured data are mainly stored in relational databases (such as Oracle, DB2, SQL Server, etc.) which could be
seen in figure-1. Unstructured CBM data consist of technical documentation (TD) of tools and component, photos taken by Thermographic cameras[20], frequency spectrums collected by vibration spectrum[21], etc. Semi-structured data are primarily text-based, tags or other types of markers are utilized to depict certain elements. In this category, data are deal with emails, XML files, and log files, etc.

Big Data can be described by the following characteristics:

- Volume: First quality after hearing the term “Big data” come to our mind is the size of data. In systems that deal with maintenance data, all prior and afterward (life cycle) maintenance data ought to be considered as invaluable data[22].
- Velocity: Velocity[23] reflects the rate of data which is created in high speed. In CBM system, sensors and other equipment, transfer high-speed real-time data to the system which could to be collected and processed as soon as they arrived.
- Variety: It refers to maintenance data in different types and forms, for example, wireless sensor networks (WSN), image, media, and log files and so on. These data could be structured, Semi-structured and unstructured data[24].
- Complexity: Generally, maintenance data which are created by CBMs systems are complex. It deals with quality, accuracy, certainty and many other factors of data which need to be tackled with different techniques.

### 5.2. Collect Data

Real-time data could be ingested from data sources like HDFS directories, Kafka, Flume, Twitter, ZeroMQ, Kinesis, TCP sockets, [25] etc. LinkedIn developed Kafka as a messaging system to work as the data source for their real-time data and support data processing pipeline. It is built to be fault-tolerant, high-throughput, horizontally scalable, distributing data streams and processing[5]. Real-time data are converted into key-value data with timestamp and pass through spark streaming. The architecture of Kafka is illustrated in Figure-2. Kafka has three main components namely message producer, message consumer and message broker that all could be applied on a cluster of machines that work as a logical group. Apache Kafka in some cases is considered as a core for data stream processing.

![Kafka Architecture](image)

**Figure 2. Kafka Architecture [2]**

### 5.3. Processing Data

In this stage, Spark Streaming is considered as a part of the core Spark API. It is scalable, high-throughput, fault-tolerant stream processing of real-time data. The data is ingested into Spark streaming from multiple sources like Kafka, Flume, Kinesis, or TCP sockets. Spark Streaming is able to execute some complex functions such as map, reduce, join and window on received data. It can process real-time data using GraphX, Spark SQL, DataFrames, and utilizing machine learning techniques from MLlib.

When collected data are received by spark streaming, they convert into effective storage called resilient distributed datasets (RDDs)[26]. Arrays of RDDs could make discretized stream or D-Stream groups. DStreams are extremely suitable for different complex operations such as Map, Reduce, Join, etc.

![Apache Spark](image)

**Figure 3. Apache Spark[12]**

### 5.4. Store Data

Due to the recent advances in CBM, the numbers of devices and the volumes of data have been expanding with remarkable rates. Immense computational and storage costs require to collect, process, analyze and store with a relational database. As the received data are varied and huge, traditional databases cannot provide high availability, performance, and scalability for big data. Therefore, No-SQL databases are considered which could store, retrieve and distribute data over many servers[27]. Processed data (RDDs) can push out to external data storage system like Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS), or No-SQL databases such as Cassandra, MongoDB, and HBase, etc. As the volumes of data is extremely large, we cannot store all them in our storages, so they should be scored based on entry time. Obviously, invaluable data are real-time and near real-time data and based on CBM system we should eliminate useless data.
5.5. Cluster Manager

Apache Mesos is an open source, centralized, fault-tolerant cluster manager, provided efficient resource isolation for distributed computing environments. Spark standalone, Apache Mesos[28] and Hadoop YARN are three cluster managers supported by Apache Spark. When SparkContext needs resources for executing jobs, it could communicate with one of these cluster managers. Apache Mesos could combine physical resources and design schedule cluster frameworks, it consists of two major framework components namely executor, and scheduler. Using the scheduler, system would be able to know what to do with resources and the executor is designed to runs framework tasks.

5.6. Serve Data

Machine learning technics could facilitate decision-making automatically without human interaction. Serve data combines many techniques from various disciplines, including machine-learning, statistical analysis, mathematical modelling, and Data mining which could be applied to evaluate the operation condition of the components and tools. Traditional machine learning frameworks such as WEKA[29] and RapidMiner[30] could not scale to big data as their memory constraints. Apache mahout is a distributed machine learning framework which is licensed under the Apache Software Foundation[31]. Since in real-time processing specially in CBM systems quick action is required, Apache Mahout is not really best choice as data need to be written to the disk and read from it.

Spark MLlib is an in-memory-based distributed machine-learning library, consists of various machine learning algorithms in order to do Filtering, prediction, Clustering, and Classification. The MLlib is much more desirable for applying real-time machine learning algorithms especially when Spark streaming is used for processing data. Processed data also could be pushed out to live dashboard for monitoring reason.

6. Conclusion

In this short paper, we propose a CBM platform sensing technologies to monitor big data stream which are generated by several devices like sensors, camera, and Microphones. This platform is capable of making decision automatically without human control. This technique enables us to mix structured, Simi-structure and unstructured data in order to monitor all components of real-time systems. Using appropriate technologies like Apache Kafka, Mesos, Spark streaming and HDFS could give us this ability to manage and respond to the system failures in exact time. In future, we will present next versions of the framework with use of Spark Streaming + Kafka Integration which is new combination of these technologies.
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